
THE BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO

AWAMORI 

Diving down the rabbit
hole into Okinawa's
historical spirit



Because Ryukyu awamori
can only be produced
using black koji, rice, and
water, many distilleries
are experimenting with
unique ageing methods
such as cask ageing or
creating awamori-based
liqueurs such as
awamori-coffee or
shiquasa (Okinawa lime)
liqueurs and much more
- Maurice Dudley,
awamori expert. 

Japanese drinks are among the

most exciting beverages in the

world. The rich history, culture and

processes behind sake provide lots

of opportunities for storytelling and

connecting the drink with new

consumers.

 

The same can be said for Japanese

spirits such as shochu and awamori

and it’s easy to think of these spirits

as being exactly the same. They

aren’t. Awamori has unique

traditions, stories and flavours and

deserves to be viewed as its own

category outside of shochu.

 

In this PDF, we’ll explore the origins

of awamori, how it’s made,

separating it from shochu and what

the future holds for this exciting

spirits category.

Introduction

Awamori is a distilled

alcoholic beverage

from Okinawa made

from rice, water, black

koji mould and yeast.

It generally comes in

between 30 - 43% ABV

and packs a robust

flavour that makes it

different to other

types of Japanese

alcohol like nihonshu

(sake) and shochu.

What is awamori?



What awamori isn't

Nihonshu (Sake)

Shochu

Japanese whisky

Japanese vodka 

Soju (Korean spirit) 



An abridged history of Okinawa  

Before getting into the origins of Okinawa’s national spirit,

it’s worth knowing more about where it comes from.

Okinawa is considered part of Japan, yet Okinawans have

their own distinct culture that sets them apart.

 

Up until 1609, Okinawa was an independent country called

The Ryukyu Kingdom and the people were enthusiastic

traders who had key relationships with the Japanese,

Chinese, Thai and Koreans. 

 

In 1606, Tadatsune Shimazu, the ruler of the Satsuma

domain in Japan, had permission from the shogun to invade

Ryukyu and he invaded the country with 100 ships and 3000

samurai in 1609. 

 

The Ryukyu king swore fealty to Shimazu as his vassal and

the many islands that formed the Ryukyu Kingdom were

annexed into Japan. Even as part of Japan, Okinawans have

never lost sight of their cultural roots or love of good booze.

 

 



"Some of the aspects of awamori drinking culture that appeal to
me the most lie in the history of the spirit. During the era of the

Ryukyu Kingdom, awamori was considered a valuable trade
commodity. 

 
The Ryukyuans carried jars of aged awamori (kusu) and offered

them as tributes to the Chinese Emporer during tributary missions.
Kusu was also shared with foreign visitors who travelled to the

Ryukyus for trade and other diplomatic missions. 
 

As a result of such high regard, awamori was reserved for royalty.
According to the royal decree, laymen were not able to produce or

consume the cherished beverage.
 

Thus, some people began to make awamori in secret while others
turned to a sweet potato distilled spirit known as “imuge.”

Fortunately, awamori production was granted for everyone to
enjoy and it became a strong aspect of Okinawan culture.” -

Maurice Dudley
 
t

Royal origins  
The exact date that awamori started being made is hard to know. What

we do know is that Okinawans have enjoyed drinking for centuries, as a

Chinese reference from 636 AD reported locals drinking a type of wine

and kuchikamizake (spit-made sake).

Most historians agree that Okinawa learned distilling techniques from

Thailand and that awamori started as a royal drink. Interestingly, the

famed Ryukyu courtier Sai On believed that distilled alcohol should only

be allowed for aristocrats and the common folk weren’t allowed 

to drink it.



In the 18th century, the royal family decreed that only 40 distillers

could produce awamori and they were given royal permits. If anyone

was caught making awamori without a license, the culprit’s family

would be exiled to a prison island.

The king created a culture of awamori gift-giving among other nobles

and visitors. There’s a famous story about the Chinese imperial envoy

Tung-yen Li visiting Okinawa in 1800 for the crowning of the king Sho

On. 

Two big pots of awamori were gifted every morning and the locals

expected them to drink it all at a superhuman rate. Eventually, Li

wrote to the royal family to politely ask if the king could send less of

the stuff even if it tasted amazing.

  

A drink of the people and rebirth  
Urban and rural distilling continued down separate paths until

1870, when the fall of the Okinawan royal family finally ended all

restrictions. From there, awamori distilling exploded and in 1893

there were 447 distillers across the islands and awamori slowly

morphed into the every man’s drink.

The next major shift in the history of awamori happened during

World War II. in 1944, an air raid on Shuri Castle, the ancestral

home of aristocratic awamori, was badly damaged. Ancient

stocks of aged awamori were destroyed along with the black koji

mould necessary to produce the spirit.

A desperate search led to a straw mat being found at a distillery

with traces of the koji intact. After several attempts, the mould

was restored, even in the wake of the occupying Americans

banning the production of awamori due to rice shortages.

 



 The Okinawans preserved and in 1946, the ban was lifted and by

1948, private companies could apply to make awamori again. 79

working distillers were established, though that number has fallen to

roughly 46 in the modern day.

Nevertheless, a renewed interest in Japanese drinks and awamori

has led to a steady revival and there’s a valuable opportunity to

reinvent Okinawa’s national spirit for a new generation.

  
Okinawans are well-known for their celebrations and awamori

plays an important role in helping them to let loose. One such

event is called otori, which originated from the people of

Miyakojima to the south of Okinawa’s main island

.
Otori involves a storyteller called an oya, who downs a shot of

awamori, refills it and then sends the glass to the next person.

Each member of the circle tells a story, gives a speech or recites

a poem.

 

Perfect for a poetry slam



Awamori production simplified  

Thai Indica rice is washed and steamed and then mixed with black

koji mould. Koji propagation may take between 2 - 3 days.

The moromi (mash) is done in a single fermentation. Koji-inoculated rice, water

and yeast are put in a big tank and left to ferment for 10 - 20 days.

The mash is usually distilled in a stainless steel still and the distillate comes

out at roughly 44% ABV. This is often diluted down to 30% - 35% ABV.

The awamori is aged for enhancing flavour and then bottled. 



There are many similarities between Okinawan awamori and

Japanese honkaku (authentic) shochu. So much so that awamori is

often grouped in with shochu, but there are key differences that

identify awamori as its own category.

Awamori is older and has a higher ABV

Awamori should be considered shochu’s older cousin because

evidence suggests distillation developed in Okinawa during the 1400s

and then reached Japan in the 1500s. 

Awamori is usually stronger and associated with having savoury

flavours (there are always exceptions to this rule). A recommended

way of drinking awamori is on the rocks and with a splash of water. 

 

 

  

Awamori vs shochu  

Awamori(Ryukyu
1429 is worth

trying!)

Shochu (Iichiko shochu is
one of the most popular

brands)



The production methods are different 

Awamori and shochu follow similar production methods in that they are distilled and

involve a starch base (rice), water, yeast and koji. However, awamori exclusively uses Thai

Indica long-grain rice and black koji, whereas rice shochu is made with Japonica short-

grain rice and yellow, black or white koji.

There are less restrictions with shochu, which can be made from various starch bases such

as sweet potato, buckwheat, kokuto (brown sugar) etc. The reason awamori is produced

with Indica rice and black koji is for a couple of reasons.

According to Stephen Lyman in his book The Complete History of Japanese Drinks:

“Today it is almost always made with long-grain Indica rice imported from Thailand,
harking back to Okinawa’s long trading history with Siam. Broken rice that cannot be
sold as food is used, allowing producers to procure high-quality rice for a fraction of
the cost of unbroken grains.

The broken grains create more surface area, allowing for more efficient koji
propagation. Indica rice is less sticky than Japanese rice, but easier to turn into sugar
and therefore alcohol.”

Black koji is used because of its citric acid qualities, as shochu expert Christopher Pellegrini

explains in his Shochu Handbook: 

“Both white and black koji are valued for the citric acid that they create in the mash
(moromi), an essential defence against airborne bacteria and other nasties that can
seriously foul up the delicate fermentation process, especially during the first couple
of days. 

This is an even more pressing concern considering the hot and humid climate of the
main production centres for shochu and awamorI, so the citric acid is key. In most
instances, white koji kin (spores) can be counted on to soften and round the
ingredients it touches. 

Black koji kin, on the other hand, is loved for how it separates and highlights the
flavours in the mash and adds impact to the final product.” 

Finally, awamori has a single-step fermentation, while shochu has a two step-fermentation. 

 
 

 



Another fascinating aspect of Okinawan drinking culture is kusu. To

be identified as kusu, awamori must be aged for a minimum of 3

years and is usually left in kame (clay pots) to mature. Okinawan

families may even purchase their own pots to mark the birth of a

new child and then open the pot after twenty years to celebrate a

birthday!

Exploring the wonderful world of
kusu  

“I enjoy the togetherness that comes with sharing a bottle of awamori with
family and friends. If you cannot finish a bottle in one sitting, no worries, the

staff will write your name on it and “keep” it for you for up to two months! 
 

This is unthinkable where I’m from, the United States. I also like the
versatility of awamori. It mixes and blends well without overpowering

other flavours.” - Maurice Dudley

 



 

The traditional way to age awamori is called shitsugi, which is similar

to the solera method of sherry ageing. Multiple earthenware pots

containing awamori of different ages are left with each other in a

storehouse. 

 

“When spirit from the oldest jar is drunk, awamori from the next
oldest pot is added to replace it. What is taken from the pot is, in
turn, replaced from the next-oldest jar and so on down to the
youngest container, which is filled with newly distilled spirits.
 
This has the benefit of allowing the kusu to be exposed to air and
to interact with other spirits, promoting changes in the alcohol.”
- Stephen Lyman 

 

 

  

Maturing methods



4 Awesome Awamori
Recommendations



Chukko Yokka Koji 

Backstory 
 

Founded in 1946 by Chuko Oshiro, the Chuko distillery is located in Tomigusuku city next to Naha.

Led by the third-generation owner Tsutomu Oshiro, the distillery has a mantra of “the inheritance and

creation of awamori culture.” Oshiro and his team are laser-focused on preserving the tradition of

awamori, while passing it on to a new generation. 

 

Chuko has come up with a number of innovations over the years, with perhaps the most famous

being the creation of Ryukyu Gusukuyaki kame (clay pots). Designed by Oshiro’s father, Shigeru in

1989, these pots are specially designed for ageing awamori. 

 

Craftsmanship
 

Chuko has developed a unique recipe for the Yokka Koji awamori. Koji fermentation is usually done

over two days, but the distillery took it to the next level by doing a four-day fermentation. This is

where the Yokka (four) name comes from. 

 

Oshiro has gone into detail about the process behind making the awamori. According to him the

process changes “the amylase, protease and lipases enzymes produced in the fermentation. For

ageing the awamori we raise the temperature for the first half of the fermentation and then lower it

in the second half.” 

 

By applying this precise level of control, Chuko has instilled some unique flavours into the spirit.

 

Tasting notes 
 

Pear, pine, apple, peach. Smells like a forest floor in spring. Rye bread and green pepper creep in and

leave behind a spicy, spiky aftertaste. Earthy, complex and good for whisky drinkers. 

 



Backstory 
 

Udisan is produced by the Miyanohana distillery which is located on Irabu Island, a landmass that’s

roughly 300 km southwest of the main island of Okinawa. 

 

Founded in 1948, the distillery was named after a flower of Miyako that was meant to represent the

beauty of the island. 

 

 

Crafts(woman)ship
 

The distillery is special in the fact that over 80% of the workforce are women. In an industry that’s

typically a sausage fest, it’s great to see the ladies being able to leave their own mark and produce an

awamori that’s truly unique.

 

The name ‘Udisan’ is a Ryukyu word that translates to joy in English and that’s really the perfect way

to sum up every aspect of the drink. The bottle is beautiful, a bright, luminous blue that’s meant to

represent a summer sky over Okinawa. 

 

Instead of Indica rice, Miyanohana decided to throw caution to the wind and do something different.

The distillery uses domestic Hinohikari rice that is cultivated in Kumamoto without the use of

fertilisers or pesticides. 

 

Tasting notes 
 

 Rich, yeasty. Notes of oak, strawberry yoghurt, bubblegum and apple pie. Strong umami aftertaste

and blend of sweetness. 

Udisan No Sake 



Backstory 

 
Harusame Kari comes from the tiny Miyazato Distillery that’s been producing some of the finest

Ryukyu awamori for over 60 years. The brewery was founded in 1946 on the tropic island of Naha.

 

Tasting notes 

 
 Clean aroma that masks complex flavours. Vivid notes of walnut and hazelnut are balanced by

vanilla, black pepper, mushroom and ginger. Recommended drinking with ice. 

 

Harusame Kari 

Higa Zanpa White 

Backstory 

 
Higa Zanpa has been crafted by the Higa Brewery. Founded in 1948, the Higa

Brewery has turned Zanpa into one of its most popular drinks. The awamori has won

the Monde Selection Gold Award from the International Taste & Quality Institute and

the Okinawan Governor’s award.

 

Tasting notes 

 
 Fragrant and floral on the nose. Creamy and savoury notes of pine nut, chilli pepper,

toffee and yoghurt. 



“Considering the future of awamori, I think there is still a long way to go. Many people

still don’t think about awamori so the upcoming years will be about building

awareness. 

I think those of us who work in the industry can accomplish big things by focusing less

on sales and more on making information more readily available. Of course, we

eventually want to get to sales growth and exporting in bulk but at the present

moment, I think we need bottle displays at global trade shows and exhibitions.

I think we can explore ways to grow the small niche of people who are already

interested in Asian, specifically Japanese culture. People who have a strong interest in

the culture of Japan would be more likely to try new products coming from Japan. 

If we can get new products in front of them via Asian-fusion restaurants and bars for

example, or to speciality shops where they already frequent for Asian goods. Further,

there should be more participation in overseas exhibitions, as much as possible. 

This not only includes the big distilleries that currently participate but also the smaller

distilleries that may not have as many opportunities or know-how. In fact, part of my

mission is to become a bridge for some of the smaller distilleries to reach larger

audiences.

Likewise, I would like to see more participation in tasting events and international

spirits competitions. Speaking of which, I propose a separate category specific for

awamori. 

Awamori is similar but it’s not shochu. To lump it in the same category as "shochu -

Thai Rice" or "kome shochu" is inaccurate. Ryukyu awamori is unique to Okinawa and

is capable of standing on its own.” - Maurice Dudley 

 

The future of awamori 
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